
The Practical Steps to Creating a 
Marketing Strategy & 
Implementation Plan – Part 1
In the ever more complex world of digital 

marketing its very easy to get lost in the myriad of 

approaches and technologies and lose sight of 

what you need to do to realise your vision.



Peter Dickinson
• Business & Marketing Coach

• MBA / Chartered ICT Professional

• Founder & Managing Director, KUB 
Ltd – Coaching & Digital Marketing 
Agency

• Joined by Charleh Dickinson 7 years 
ago to grow the agency

• Team: 8 Full time & 3 remote & free 
lancers & partners

• Worked with over 500 companies 
across a wide range of sectors over 
nearly 20 years.

• 30,000 connections on LinkedIn

• Worked with technology since 1984



Housekeeping
• Run in Speaker view during the 

presentation and Gallery view 

during the interactive sessions

• Use mute when not talking

• Raise your hand to contribute

• Ask questions through chat

• Keep your video on if you can. 

Switch off if you don’t want to be 

recorded.



• Compete in the digital world

• Build on your knowledge

• Solve digital marketing problems

• Build a community to support 

marketing

Purpose



• Free Wednesday Workshops (11-

12am)

• Book: Drive Sales with Digital 

Marketing

• Online Digital Marketing Courses 

(learning.kub-uk.net)

• Digital Marketing Strategy & 

Implementation App

• Route to Market Strategy & 

Implementation Plan

Vision2Success



Drive Sales with 
Digital Marketing

• Available on Amazon

• 60,000 words

• 3 chapters on the overall 

process

• 7 chapters on practical 

application

Vision2Success.co



Net Hub



Vision2Success on Net Hub

https://www.vision2success.co/services/vision2success-community/

https://www.vision2success.co/services/vision2success-community/


WhatsApp Group
We have set up a WhatsApp group to 

share updates and to ask questions that 

may not have been covered during the 

workshop.

Please email your mobile number to 

racheleglin@kub-uk.com and Rachel will 

add you to the WhatsApp for the Group.
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What you will take away:

• Practical approach to strategy development

• How to use the Free Vision2Success web-

based app

• Better understanding of the questions to ask



Fundamentals



What’s Happening Around You?

PEST Analysis



Where Are The Opportunities?

Porter’s 5 forces Analysis



Which Products/Services Generate 
Cash/Growth?

Boston Consulting Group Matrix



Approach to Growing Sales?

Ansoff Matrix





Assumptions

• Not easy to develop new products/services

• Limited knowledge & budget for marketing

• Looking to sell more of the same

• Focus on the Stars & fixing the Question Marks



Company Selling Services 
Example



Marketing Strategy
Selling Services:

• Professional
• Thought leader
• Educate
• Build trust
• Education – You have a 

problem!
• Can you fix my problem?



Symptoms

• Marketing not working?
• Don’t know what approach to take?
• Lack:

– Time
– Marketing knowledge
– Creativity
– Technical skills
– Project management skills

• Don’t know what budget to allocate



Understanding Your Requirements
Developing your marketing strategy and implementation plan is a 
process. You need to answer the following questions:

• What is your vision? What do you want to achieve?
• Who are your target customers? What are the key problems they 

are trying to solve?
• Who are your competitors that you respect? How do they 

approach their marketing?
• What do your target customers want to achieve with your help?
• What really motivates them? 
• What makes your offering remarkable?
• What marketing currently influences them?
• What marketing resources will you need in order to reach them?



Vision2Success App



Why Create an App?
• Make it easier to collect the right information

• Work on keywords or short phrases rather prose

• Systematic approach

• Make it easier to work with others

• Easy to update as further information is discovered

A paid for version will be released in September that will allow 

you to create a budget and will give you an indication on how 

many sales you might achieve.



https://v2s.pressedontech.com/







Who are you selling to and 
what do they want? 
For the presentation, these will be other businesses 
rather than consumers



Prospect Title

What are the commonly used job titles that 

people use who buy your product or service? 

Try to be as specific as possible as this 

information is invaluable when searching for 

prospects on LinkedIn or if you are buying 

business contact data.



Size

What is approximate size of businesses you are 

targeting? This is normally a range, and it can 

be number of employees or sales turnover. For 

using LinkedIn, you can only select by number 

of employees.



Market Sectors
What are the market sectors in which you supply your 

products and services? These can be labels like law, 

medical, education etc. You should try to be as 

accurate as possible such as compulsory education 

(I.e. primary and secondary schools).

Identify customers with similar needs and desires for a 

consistent message. You may sell to several sectors.



Tasks/Desires
What are the jobs that the purchaser is trying to get 

done? E.g., someone buying a shovel is looking to dig 

a hole. You could go further and ask why they were 

digging a hole in the first place?

The same applies to selling to a business. If you are 

selling an accountancy system. There are a wide 

variety of tasks that the bookkeeper needs to do, and 

you need a clear idea of those tasks if you are to 

supply the right solution.



Values & Goals
Values are important when selling.

What do your customers value? It does depend on 

what you are selling. If you are a discounter, then its all 

about price. But if you are selling quality then your 

company values need to reflect that.

Purpose becomes important if you don’t want to sell 

on price. What are the wider goals of your customer? 

Does your brand project your values and goals?



Influences
Who or what influences your buyer?

• Advertising

• Social media/TV/Newspapers

• Customers/Suppliers/Competitors

• Advisors/Consultants

• Email marketing inc newsletters/journals

• Exhibitions/Conferences

• Trade journals

• Networking/Peer groups



Messaging Strategy

Messaging strategy is deciding what to say and how 

to say it, in order to achieve an ultimate business goal. 

It's how you turn marketing into communications, and 

communications into results. 

Examples include educational, emotional, unique 

selling proposition, generic, positioning, branding, 

adding services to products, productising services  

and via what medium etc.



Challenges

What are your customers’ pain points?

What things do they need to do in order to 

accomplish the tasks you identified earlier?

Do you have any gaps with what you are supplying 

and what they need to do in order to get the job 

done?



Motivators
Just completing a task isn’t enough these days. 

What do you do that goes above and beyond?

What are those things that are on your customers’ 

wish lists that although not key to getting their job 

done will help to transform their job and make them 

more efficient and effective?



Registration
Have a play!

The vision2success app has been built so that businesses can 

get a better understanding of what they need to do in order to 

drive sales.

The current version will always be free. There will be a paid for 

version that will also help you work out what your budget 

should be.

https://v2s.pressedontech.com/



Bringing it Together
• Purpose/Vision

• Strategy – How are you going to achieve the vision?

• Who is going to make it happen?

• Key Objectives

• Who you are your best customers?

• What are they influenced by?

• What are their challenges?

• What would motivate them to buy from you?



Actions Round Up

From today’s 
presentation what 
actions are you 
going to take away?



Questions?



What Marketing Problems Are 
You Trying to Solve?


